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Uork Juring the first quarter was :oncernedi largely with conSid-

crat.. .. -f s.-ne of the basic prollems, a.soczared with a stimulated

emission intensifier. Primary attention was given to thle probler. of

the generation of backgroundi Light caused by spontaneous emission

W a~ndi its amplification in paitsiug through the intensifier. Because of

the. high fluorezcence level. occurring, schemes for possibly lowering

this backgrot.nd were considereJ. One of these involves the ir.ccrpora-

tzon of ;2 non nsifu.rn pimpi.g, intensity or the iticorpo-1ration of a non-

uniform density of lumnhe,cant states along the amplifier axis. Another

possibil ity xoniid"ired is the uise of in auxiliary absorbing nedi'um

plicef! between the inten~sifier uutput 3.t4 the o~bserver's eye, which

would b,~ -'tically no'n-linett its such 3 way -chat -;*light trarsr~is-

smnn is I1 belim a -pecified Light le-.el7 bu~t high 3bl,.ve tiis thres-

howit. The facto'rs concerned with the choice of a =3trinl for thle

-ir'ipiir ;trself wjere sepiratcly con~sidered. ind the problen. of

Sunio'rm ptztping in cte case _Z. an :-ptically-ptoped aaipLifier

Wa,. .;Iss con-si4dred. e study the Problem.s wl .rch rniZ.ht arise biecause

Lij-_av .k'ecri~rat i~n in1 passing throtigh a stL:lte- nten-

si ficr. prelimnzary experi.-ental. tests wer< initiated. In'view: '4

-w di t fic-It r-Kvhens antic ipara1 iii the development -f( an intensi-

firr ba.t.! on ,'r.'.s~iat.!d enissi'n,- an analysis hats also been initiated

.. i nor1r for:k *,.: ofi intonsifi..r which -a have greater 13j'Id-

wi,;h 1w~r h,-, bakgr-inu chra~trisics
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In accordance wit~h the r,2,7xre~es oif the contract crie piurpose

jf- the wdLriguork pmgra "~ C investigate 4.iic feasibility of a

law-level iamaplifier emloi, "scimtlated eission."* Althou'gh

a variety cf va2cuu amids4dst. type., of inage intensifiers have

beer; Jevel..'ped ov.er the past nuhzer i~f years, such devices all involvi

some furim of conversion pr-ces such &%, frc.-a optical ti. electrical

L -no-rly vice verba.. In Lthe r'Trs, atii.Losigh an intensified patter:

Ofbright andL dark, areas, Ls- gpaeraLed zt the o~.t1 ut of the intensitiei

51: :j 'f [he 01insifer.. thc iepth .i z.- ofch input i7geis
O Lw CO bML

~t ':.c.~ o j.ev~ iit5 a. br=-e;zIAr .--rd ;!enL .11 ittensiiiers.

r ,L!, , tEle .+' rrvr to ttrIv scan the? tcn irn dcpth it is

1-1 tht: proiplbud schecie t*t bre vtcr-,tile aipproac-h is to

O'btaint i1.teZIit tC~ti't tWitb.t.t tile, !.MC=tien Qi 3 rJil OptiCal itlare

L c y a pn)es. st4tef .x,LnLtI c-i.si. n. Tile Lnter,-

sii.t .' thus orsis.. foce'rwe o f a blo*O oi material through

cuiht- lsev vtjtt w tlk.- me,"j s ternt as lie wouL1 in. the

1i~ I th. ilatefsit.er. i.,cuo.T actS Jir-.f.in. !ijs eyes asI)

lttr fom.
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Amcngv the many :.rcbler. which emerge in considering sui& an

intensiier are thos#e concerned with the very high. fluarescerice- back-

ground of astimulted emission amplifier, its tab e17 arrt

bandwidth.., the pumping pow.er rz mtiredt, the diffi~cuty of praviding

uniform pumping and limitnti,ns on the angle-of view- Saie of these

problems are discussed in the following sectios-



. NOISE AND FI.UORFSCENCE PROBLEMS

2.1 Basic Noise Processes

P.,rhaps th. most futtwanefltal problem absocLated with th.

d,.v.'lopm.it of a st imulat ivv.-emission inag: Intensifier is t11- occur-

rnc. of spontaneous random phor.on emission which produces a noise of

fl)o'.-vscfnt hackground throughout the body o! th. amlliff..r. This

e.miston is also amplifid by thy. lastr medium,. and as shown below,

r.quires a .lativvl. high input signal if it is to be observed above

f IurL.sc,.nt output . In th,. discussion below two somLwhat different

ao~ches are t:ikcn on th.: problem of vtimating the noise, both of

01,-;. approach.-;, htw,,v,.r, leading to approximaLly the same magni-

tud,. of nois'..

In on,' approach a small filament of aitive material is con-

sidtcr.d ( s'' Fig. I). IL is tasumed tlv t Ihs iilament is o tit

ord..r ,,f th.. wavel,ngth of the. Input sinal light, i.e.. it is pro-

pag.:ting n.rgy in its fundamental mode only. The intreas, in signal

tiP . resulting frtnt traversing a l,.ugth dx of this filament is:

dPa J(2 - .1) P dx(watts/cps) (3.1)

whterc J is a constant proportional to B. the co,,fficLent of stimuiat-

d .mlisLon and N2 and .41 art, tt.. populations el tlh upper and lower

slat.i:, r,.,sp,.ctfiv ly. Vi, incrvast in noise pow.'r, dP . Is given byn

.1 M ' .4)px 4 KL:dx(attkSCli) (3.2)dn J(2 " 11

whttr. K Is a constnhlt proporttonnl to A, th1t cotffielent of spontan-

*,ou.s emission.

T1 Conit;int K maY 1,. ,v.1luad h\ noting tht. hn tlivrmal

3990-Q-1 3
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equilibri.m dP = 0 so tharn

(N2 0o - N10) PIlo L20 =-o33

where N and N2 are the thermal equilibrium values of N and N

10 2' ~
i

2
l (3.4)

N2 0 N

In thermal equilibrium the r ,tio 10 is given by the Boltz-

mann factor e 
h / k T 

while the noise power in
N 20 

a single dagree of
h:/(ehVl'kT-l

freedom of ti,- system at temoerature T is h%/(e -1) so that

K= Jh-- (3.5)

SuDstituting this value into Eq. (3.2) gives

dPn = J (N2 - N1 ) Pndx + jh'.N dx (3.6)

TntegratLng (1) for a filament of length L giv:

= eJ(N, - N )L = G 13.7)

P (in)

where C is the power gain.

Integrating Eq. (3.b) gives

Pa (out) = GPn (in) (G-l) h. (3.8)

This 'xpression shows the output noise to consist of two

components:

1. An amplified version of the nput noise CP (in) and

2. The intkrnaLly generated noise (G-1) h-.

In a high gain(-" 1) lascr .tiich is pumped so that N2>l4 the

internally gencrated nois, referred to the input is h" wattsicps.

Since vach photon has an eaergy of h-, thin noise power corresponds

to an average phno/:n flux of ooe per second.

2990-Q-1 5



This computation has been carried t fora- ing dgree

of freedom of the system corresponding to a wave guide r a, optical

fibre operated in its fundamental mode, so char this noise poer is
2 2

emitted t.:o an area of about (.,/2) cm. Therefore, the average

equivalent input :-!is- pr-:cr per unit area is given approxisteLy

by

2n 2 (waat/cpsta,) (3.9)(:,/2)
2  

c

Comparing this intensity of radiation with the ez4aaia fE a black

body.

2rh' h./kT -1

(e -) (watt/cpscm I (1.10)

c

sho r that the two are approximarely equal liwaL

h- -kT

or T h/k

=1.5 X 10/1

where is measured in microns. For a laser ope-i in rme visible

= 0.6 xicron) .he noisc- quivai-.t black body teqrazrue would

be ?.5 X 10 -K. In other words, if a laser apLifier-were used to

view a black body. :be temerz.ture of that bad% rwmu hame ro be

2.5 X 10 K in order co ac;hi.ve unit sigaal La taoise t"..

Th ncise ..qoivai.nr input power from Eq. (3.9) wonid be
-10 2 II

1.9 X 10 watts/cm /cps. For a laser baadidfrh of Z.4 ICi cps
a measured value for Eu

3+ 
in Y20) th.- p deity wou.' be

2 

3

47 wa-ts/ca., . "hus for an object vLewed rragh this cx .pe af laser

to appear as bright as the, background emissiad.. itul we to
2

radiate 80 watts,cm within the passlzsnd of the device.

Another approach for estimating. the ba m e is as

follows: Consider a distant object being imaged by: e eve through

3990-Q-1i 6



d blouk ~f L.'p jiL~b.tn~ The, ye will S, -I_,

ainptlaid brightness

- b a c(3. 11)

a 0

where B is the unamplifted object brightness
U

a is the amplification coefficient of the substancc

is the optical path ength through the substance.

The amplification coefficient a may be related to the

coefficLent o" spootanexus emission B as follows: The rate at which

st=imulate. erissLoa takes place ia the amplifying substance is given

by the formula

dt 2 (3.12)

where U - density of radiation (joule/cm3)

B - probability per unit time chat an atom will be

stimulated to emit a photon by the prvsence of unit

radiation denslt.y

2 and %l = the pupacions of the upper and lower states respectivel'K.

In a stiee of hickness dx the increase in power, dP, due to

stimulated emission for a wave front :raveling along the x direction is

g ivn b.

dP h- dx ( watts/cm2 )  
(3.13)

dt

where h-. is the photon energy.

dx
Substituting ior - givs

-P !,.E'B(2 - X)dx (wartslcm-) (3.14)

However, the excited atoms in th, amplifying substance will

. . --als* cmit photons ,f frequency V spontaneously wliz A probability A

3990-.44- -.



p- ait time, an. a unit .oluc of the muterial wilt radiate an

amount of power P given by

- (wuat/ster.-acn 3  
(3.15)

The power per steradian radiated through one face of the
amplifying slab is found by integrating the por emitted by the

volutme element dv multiplied by the gain due- to the path length.

M-nce the brignrness B due to spontaneous emissiou is given by

r

BsJ -Pd, " -L), (unacrfster.-a n (3.16)
x-o

The necessary unampLified -objec- brightness. R wkich wi.1l yield an

image of brightness B aust equal to the background brightness B

due to spontaneous emission is found by setting B B giving
a s

2
B - m. (warts:er.-cM) (3.i7)

It Lv gain e '-I then che brightness B is given by
0

P A N.B ---- = ___ wr/te-€2
)

o B - (wattster.- (3.18)

Frox fundamental considera:ions (Ref. 8) it can be shown that

8-h'. 3/c3B

so that

B 2h' 2 (wacts/ser.-CU PS) (3.19)o 2 N 2 - N1

In Ln efficient !' pumped. threc-level system, it shbIld be possible

to a -ain nearl: complete populatiop Inverbio, (L.e. " so

that the ratio - -ipproaches Unity. The formula. for rhe
N'

39q]-Q-l8



I,

required brightness, B., then becomes

= 2h%- /c (wartslster.-c
2 
-cps) (J.20)

If the device is ru operate in the visible where • /% = .b micron,

Lhen the required scene brightness is given by:

10 2-
1.8 X 10 (watts/ser.-Ctput s

L8 x -ps)

*11
If th bandwidth of the amplifier is 2.4 X 10 cDs ( the measured

3.'-
-value for the, fluorescence of the ru level in yttri, oxide) the

caculared valu, of scene brighttess to produce unity signal-to-
2

b'kgrouu. ratio i&i 44 watts/scer. -c . Assuming a Lambercian

distrltkt~on of radiation, the powr radiated per square centimeter

would be - X " watts/cr.

2.2 Effects of Non-idniiorm Doping or ,Pumning

Tb.. resuls deduced Ln Sctiun 1.1 for th fluorescence or

noise output were for aut amplifier with uniform gain per unit length.

A que=-i, which arises is, whether an ia.provem.ent in signal-to-noise

ratio could be made ov varying the .ain per unit length in an appro-

prijte manner. A ptsihle arrangement is suggested by analogy with

a low noise, low gain preamplifier ahead of a high gain amplifier in

mCv conventional vacuum Luoe circuits. In a stimulated-emission
ampifi-r variation n the gain per unit tength may b schievd by

variation of the density 2 o excited states. This ray be accom-
2

piished either by variation of the impurity doping or by viriat ion

of the inensity of pumping. Thie Jensity of -xcited staLes, ini veu-

.-ral, is proportional to the product of active impurity density and

Lh., pumpi-Ig int.: t'o : .

C, nsid-r a four-level, stimulated emission am.plifier in

w, ih th. d.nsiL of ates in the upper level of the las.r transition

is N2 (x). whore x i distance from the input end of the amplifi.r.

39 0-Q-l 9



The de±nsitv. Ni Wx. of th,: terminal laser state %uLLbasasd

ni.-iigible since this produces the highssgals andtu 1.6west'acise.-

The overall gain of the amplifier for a pham azawttizg, r-piar x

and traveling in the x direction

N2

x 0 dx, X.-

);(X) = xp~ A(X x3.

wh-r :(x) is rh ahsorpti.on or emibszioi% coascaa: bor. r~t.r ransittoa

a is air,!cZLv priportional Lo2 x since X L is treLig~Ibla. Mhus

K i whero K Iis a constant characteristic of che crsirios.

Tf Wx is the absorption coefficient, K is negrbm .. - veall gain,

G. of trt amplifier may h.. wrictn as

C. A = x..W~ )d.' C32z}

Li n~~ otv g(J.) I Since bOti 'Lits )f tbw itrawae: i4bar ica I

Th~, noise. or fluorescvn- power. OC*igizrgz i' an eleawntal
I,1i. dx, is ieivon simply hv K 2 2'(X) dx where lzi-- nce casant.

Th% Qtuo-.scec!t p~Wer .dn, at the (end, L. which arigia~ces at dx imem

i~. amsplifiid through th, = diucn, is iivcn by

in(x') K2 N 2(x')f(x')dx', C3.23.

3990Q.-i10



and the otzal noise at the oqitput end d-Le to fluorescence all alc:.

the material is the sum of all elemental .ol,*mes.

a- K2 2 (x')g(x')dx' (3.24)

K2

-n - g(x') .(x')dx" (3.25)

In:egraring this by parts using,. (x)dx as. the differential, using

Eq.(3.21) and the known integral ..

;In g dg - g Ing - g (3.26)

nb-hcomes,

K L (3.27)

K2 ,
-0

.islg Eq.(3.22) this b comes

K1  (3.28)

K,

For any giv. laset transition frequency, the ratio K /K,

Ls fixed by the rat*. of EiL.-ein A and B coefficients. Thus we say

Ltha t h, overall ga n (in exce*b of trivial unity gain) is propor-

Loual to tlx overal.1 aois, and is qutt inotependent of the form of

oiix LUnCL ioI or le de-si'v of excited atoms. For th case where

dth w cnsirv ot the terminal states is nok ~zer or neglib.ble, but

the 1 ai,, is rex:!: ed by a factor , but the noise re-

jins a.QLx ilh

399o-Q- t 11L



Therefore G-1 < -1n.

In both cases the necessary signal str-2ogth to overcame the noise is

as high or higher than was shown in Se~ction 3.1.

Z.3 Fluorescence Reduction by Ulse of Threshold Material

Since one of the great difficulties in image amplification

is reducing the background light from fluorescent radiacionx con-

sideration has bee-% given, to methods for reducing tbhe background light

sel,,ctively, i.e., without reJuci.,& the izage'output. sigmal- Th is

c.ould be done bv finding a. material which is satusrable, i.e., which has

a nonlinear characteristic :such, as shown by the solid line in Fig. 2.

Mhen the iaput light intensity is below some th~reshold. very

I ir L itie contrast can be obtained if the image level s small

c-,mpar~a to tie fuuor~szencr Lev.- If the threshold is chosen so

.!a it. *quals the background flu,,Le:sent 'inrcensir-,', the amplifed

id rdiat-* -1 toP.of LliS hackground will have tr~ch higher

.rzat Th, maL.vrt. would b,. placed between the zxpLifier and

tii. observ.~r's eve.

-A possihie thr-~hold iiateriat tar t" is pmrpoasc is onae whose

al~burpt ion is from the ground statl to an excited state 3md whtose

r -*a.\aitL:,r from this -.xricpd stat,. is .. ither '., rad xt ionl~~a

or a vr\v fast fluorvscent decay r i~e2 thteougt actne~it state.

For t;-_ thre slold inaterial it is necessary to provide- a m~terial with

th~- same sepaxat ion of energy levels, the -tecsiuat state, being the

gr.lund state. The overall operation ot thi- material. romld be as

ti~,ly: Lijght whlich falls un this mat.,r~ls excited its atoins(elec-

tr.ons) in thQ groun,; star,- to the upper 1,vel. ie increasing tight

fjls -i thi. rat,!rial. tOw absorpt ion falls ,if. (the 31 sorptiou

be2ing clue Eli te dlrne.in Lit, nu miher of atoms between. the Xround

72
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state and thre excited star). With further Ott or it the

material becomes almost transparent as the upper ad grvo stares

approach equal populations.

If T is ratio of input to output at the lir. of zera topu power

a

T is ratio of output to input power

W a Input Power

A * Parameter proportional to decay rare upper se-

W/A is measure of power relation to saawaii t±Cwer-

- " - (3.29)

P W exp - : dx

1xl . 0

whece , is absorption as a function of x aud Ls prnpaalstat t the

diii r ncc or popuiation of ground excited stat.es Mr an . c may

vrit an .quation for th popultation ot excited stares

-- - -K AB + K?
d B1 2 1o3 (x)

wh,.r, 'o - wile" B 2 -0

K, - constant

K - corstant
:3

Solving for P(x) in th, ,.quation and steady state coraltions "&ere

'is2=

dx

a:n! sutst ittin:. itt Eq. (29) we separate vartiesl in r a m Since

-1,oT , 1, intetrating we obtain,

1990--l 1



-leg T + _ (1-7) - -Log To .3.
A U

whee ; total length

T) may be taken as a parsec r of a specimen with given doping and

length. representing the transmission when the input is too small

to begin to effect saturation. If WT is plotted as a function of -

A

from Eq. (3.3i), a cure having the shape oi the solid line of Fig. 2

is obtained.

A measure of the benefit obtained fro the thresholder is

tL, rztio of th.e tangential slope "it to th. s'lope AP/W. on thisdW.

'i.' th2 improvemenr factor. F dP P! j is the quantity to be max-
dw W

L.i.:;' . in terne of the quaticties in th, pro-vious equation

:;IA + LF -A4- 1(3.32
F-

T (W/A + I

Ai: r:ort.A;. Eq. (3.31) ray be plotted as _iown on Fig. 3 showing

tEi- trgismssLion T as a function of normalized input W/A, assuming a

of T - 0.05. An indicatin of the improvement possible isU
:;, i. , ti :urv,:i of Fig. - and 5 . In 'Fig. 4 the improv-"

,,-nr frcor is p-,tt d as a fuaction of normaliz.-d inp~r ior var.on

, . a Fig. 5 the i F-rMveJe1L factor is ?lotted as a

~ction or cransmnibion far various values 6i T

From FiA, 5 w, note chat t.t, Lprov.':i-n factor nSU go as

...s l. if w.- choov 3 igit. doped" loa, ith.sholder (+lug T -20
_t! 

0
r = I 2 X 10 and 1'mp i.t jiard enatgh to rai:;e itE iia lismiss1.iuf

O.'L. With a su'ficiet input Level such a threshold -r provides

4n v rr evrmnt factor of 14. Whether tht- n-.rgv from the 2mralifier

j9'J'-,. 1 15
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f~uor2 cc is hi..gh ....... .... t,. o accc !'-sh _sucl? a I-vel of saturarii-.

cpabie of changing absorption from 0.2 X 10
"6 

to 0.01 as indicated

above would require consideration.

In the above discussion reduction of the population of the

ground scare has beemt achieved only at the e:cpeaze ol po- ulation of

the excited state. This excited state population, in turn, gives

rise to additional fluorescence. In fact, for eery photon absorbed,

assuming iO0 quantum effici.±ncv. there is one phot.r of flucrescence.

The saving feature is that the fluorescence is omnidirectional whereas

the absorbed radiation lies with a certain receiving angle (or field

of view). If the field of view were 180" one would only save a factor

of 2. i.e.. for every two photons e-tering, only one fluorescence

ph.:ton falls within the field of view. 'Ihis gain of 2 will occur at

every alsorption and reemissioa. Thus. by either reducing the field

of view or increasing Lhe total absorption. oqe may r-ducc tin effect

of fluur scsncz in the thresholder.

An iddicional possibility in reducing the thresholder fiuo-

r,sc .r c i ,o red-ce the quantum efficiency. If the ato=, decays,

.irher bv radiari nless decay or radiative dcav. to another level

with a !on. decay tiae, then the ground state will depopulate and the

atoms will L:unulate in the third state. The riuor-catLce rrom and

to Lhis third sra-_ would be at a different wavelength an8 hence could

The conclusions wttich can b- drawn fram chn u.alsr ical dis-

cussions are thae substantial contrast gains can -De achieved by use

,f a threshold- material but only wita larg attcenations. Thus, for

-i, thresholder material to work. the ampLxfier weuld have to have a

larg amplification. Since the n'oise in the amplifier is proportional

Lo th. gai. .ni .the noise in the :hreshc-'dLr goes dtn rae rapidly

tihan the small signal zttenuariofn. a neL signal to noise gain may b

ach ie, d.
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3. MAITE IAL CONSIDERATIONS

At least three criteria are involved in the selection of a stim-

ulated-emission amplifying material for study in imaging work. These

are as follows-

(1) Spectral region of amplification

(2) Ratio of fluorescence output power to signal output

(3) -Temperature of operation

3.1 Spectral Region of Amplification

Of the dozens of known maser materials, only a few are pre-

sently known to be capable of producing -mplification in the visible

part of Lhe spectrum. A list of these materials, together with their

emission wavelength, is shown in Table I.

TABLE I. LIST OF KCWN LASERS OPERAING
L THE VISIBLE REION

MZAT ERIAL WAVMMMH 'L IN

1. Gas He-Ne 632 yellow

.Semicondctor Gallium Phosphide -700G
p-n junction

3. Crystals Sm
2+ in C-F, 708

Ruby 6943

Eu3+ ir Yttrium 6130
Oxide

4. Chelates Europium 3enzoyl- 6129.5
acetonat e and
Theonylt ri fluoro-

acetonate
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3.2 Gas Lasers

Although the gas laser has advantages in that it avoids

the problems associated with preparation of solid-state crystalline

materials and can be relatively easily pumped by direct electrical

excitation, its usefulness for the present application appears limited

because of the low ampilf, ation per unit length in the visible spec-

trum. Since such lasers have a relatively low density of active

material, the maximum density of inverted states is correspondingly

low, thus limiting the gair in most cases to about several percent

per meter. In order, therefore, to obtain a xwer gain of 10 times

or more, either excessive laser lengths would be involved or more

complicated schemes would be required in which the signal radiation

is made to pass through the amplifier many times before viewing

(causing at the same time a substantial narrc-avng of the field of

view).

3.3 Semiconductor Junction Lasers

The semiconductor.junccion laser, lihe the gas laser, has

the advantage of being directly excited or pumped by means of elec-

trical input power. In addition, since a high density of carriers

can be injected, high gains per unit length can be attained. A

further advantage is the fact that the efficiency of conversion cf

input electrical power t. output radiation is relatively high, for

example being of the order of 10 percent or more at room temperature

.or C-aAs. Despite the above, however, it F., not believed that such

types of laser devices are suitable in their present form for pur-

off imaging since the active region is limited to the neighbor-

hood of a heavily-doped, p-n junction whiich is of the order of a few

nicrons in thickness.
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3.4 Crystal Lasers

As shown in Table 1, several types of crystals can produce

amplification in the visible spectrum. Oaa of the better known

of these is ruby.! An important consideration, however-, in a stimu-

lated emission amlifier, is the fluorescence level. In LiAe case

of ruby, the termii..sring state of the laser transition is also the

ground state of the amplifier which is normally heavily populated.

Howover. in order to obtain amplification, it is necessary that the

u:pper state population be higher than the ground state, requiring

that the upper level have a high populatiou density, L.4M.., greater

than. that of the ground state. The fluorescence output . thus

also very high since the spontaneous emission is proportional to

the density of states in the upper level. The above considerations

also require that high pumping energies be employed.

Another possibl.e laser crystal is SM in CaF,. This

materia'l has a terminaiing state for the emission line which is

about 263 cm- in energy above the ground state. ALthoy&g at room

teraperature the termn~ating level is heavily populated, requiring

higth pump powers for amplification and involving hight fluorescence,

when the mater4.3l is cooled sufficienLly, for eaxamle to liquiLd

helium '-=;eratures, the terminating state becomes essentially empty.

in this case the density of states required in the u Levei in

osrder to produce population. Ir.nrsion is much smaller trh= ins the

cast: of a two-level system suc:i as ruby. An additia=L =,suit of

cooling the CaF 2 is the fact that the quantum efficiency7 incr eases

to about 35 percent at liquid helium temperature compared co about.

I percent at room temperature. However, despite its advavtag-s co=n-

pared. to. ruby, it is believed that the severe cooling requiirement of

CaF, presents vbstacles to irs use in intensifier applicatkonz

AnothLr crystalline mater~al of potential use is M.'in

yttrium oxide. This material, like CSF,, has a three-level system..



Here the. terminating state is about lCOO cm- 1 above the ground level,

the laser transition being 5F0 - 7F 2  At room temperature the termin-

ating level is practically empty, being about 1 percent filled witn

respect to the ground state. Assuming coefficients o stimulaLed

emission and spontaneous emission equal to those for ruby, this mate-

rial should produce only about I percent the background fluorescence

output of ruby at the point where population inversion just occurs.

At the same time, the pumping power level is correspondingly lower

than for ruby. -Another advantage of Eu3+ in Y 0 is the fact that the
2 3

quantum efficiency is about 80 percent at room temperature.

3.5 Liquid Organic Lasers

Solutions of europium P-diketone chelates have recently

been shown at Electro-Optical Systems, Inc., and other laboratories

(Ref. 2, 3, and 4 ) to sustain laser oscillation at the character-

istic strong Eu3+ emission wavelength of 6130 R. These materials

are therefore also of interest for light amplification in the visible

spectrum. As in the case of Eu
3+ 

in yttrium oxide, the terminating

state is practically empty so that the ratio of fluorescence-to-

signal powcr is minimized.

One of the basic advantages of the rare-earth chelates is

the wide band they pbssess for the absorption of pump energy. The

chelate pump absorption bands are typically 1000 X wide with peak

absorption occurring in the near ultraviolet. The energy absorbed

in these bands is quickly and efficicntly transferred to the Jnitial

or Ipper laser energy level of the europium ion. Since existin g

optical pump excitation sources are broad-banded and rich in energy

in the absorption region of the chelates, a large fraction of the

pump powel is available for the production of the required popula-

tion inversion. Another practical advantage of the chelates is that

they may be in liquid form. This avoids the -roblems associated with

crystal preparati:.,n and also provides a means for more efficient

cooling since the liquid ay be circulated.
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On the other hand, a number oi difficulties arise in the

use of chelates. The absorption coefficients for these materials

are so high, € = 5xlO liters (nole-cm) ', that the chelate molecu.ic

concentraLiun, and therefore the concentratiem of Eu3+- ions, Leust be

low enough to allow the pump radiation to penetrate through the thick-

ness of the laser cell.- This means that the rare-earrh chelate con-

.entrativn must be below a few percent for la;er cell diameters of

several millimeters, and this limits the gaii per unit length. In

additi,-a, the chemical bond connecting the rare-earth ion to the

organic part of the molecule, that is, the. rare-earth-to-oxygen bond,

is known to be weak, cf the order of a. few kLlocalories per mole.

As a result of this, the chelates may be partially decomposed from

the pump ligh , either directly .jr by local heating.

3
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4. HOMO3GENEITY OF POPULATION INVERSION IN A LASERt SLAB

The use of an active medium for light amplification in imnaging

reqisires that the degree of populastion inversion be the Same Lhrrug-

out the cress section ir, order to produce a uniforly intensified

image. In ga.eral, due~ to the expoanential fall of excitation Lnton-

sity versus the penetration depth, the distribution of the population

wxLL be, inhomogeneous. (This~ situation, however, would be different

if the excitation intensicy is sufficient to saturate the whole

* medium, but due to obvious difficulties it is not considered here.)

In. general, if the absorption coefficient k is small, the expon-

!ntial term can be expanded as.

ck 1kx +higher terms

where x is the depth of penetration. For small .values of k, the

higher terms can be neglected and the fall of intensity then will be

3;proximately linear. Therefore, the smaller the absorption coeffi-

cieut, the greater is the uniformity of inversion. (The assumption

made here ib that the inversion is proportional to the incenzity of

excitoti::.) Sincc the absorption coefficient is proportional to

the num~er of laser ions, a -reium 4ith mininum density of ions is

desirdale. ONi the other hand., the density of inverted Population,

and hencv, the ions. saiould be sufficient so that stimulated emiss,-on

in then cin provide a sufficient net gain.
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For the present purpose, an estimate of tbe- utifor~ity of vocu-

lat ion inversion will! be made for an amplifier of 34-~ doped Barium-

Crown glass. The threshold concentration for chis intertaiL is 0.13
5

percent. Therefore, 0.2 percent should provide uncra with sub-
stantial gain. Since the absorption coetticieizt of this material in

the green (Lie =4i!. pumping band) is k LG for 2 percmru doping;

for 0.2 percer.L doping, k can be Laken as 1. Assuming a slab of

this material, I ciTr thick, optically puned frmboth side-s, the

inten .L.i-~ .uc Lo the Individual pumps as well as the -- of the

inte:nsities as a futnction of distance from oneaaa-faice is plozted

in Fig.- 6b. It is seen that the maxium Ent meneity is Li Ehe

region of 10 percent. Fig. s hows thie Sa- tOpE o plot fro a

: E-urfal 0.25cm thick. TIhe cituation for a Mhe~r ion coueztation

(2.3 tim.-s mo~re) is sbown in Fig. 6a, indicating a unx-emkfaeuicy of

excitation of about 50 percent.* If, instead of a slab of ;zaterial a

lazer rod of I cm ciameter is used, tht situation wilt improve some-

-rnji. ti thu pump light is assumed to originate, uLfot=Ly frmall

.W, V aolint Lfle laser rod, radiating --,ward the cmter. la this

CJv t 0 convergence of the light rays at the cete af the rod will

.1i- ,L.icrcj.u the -Liitiott Jenslty at the cencer- Ekacz calcuz-

ar ion fo~r this purposc involve rw'ro COMPILCated, mahematLs and

hj Vi1t been undcrtaken in the preseilt stiad-,
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~. IMACINC TESTS*

Aside from the problems of noise, gainx and Fzpa n -a1 important

aspect of the operatior, of a stimulated emissioti .nceusifier is its

ability to intensify optical waves without dist_3rting dhe shape of the

wa~c fr.~rs. which would thus cats" loss of resolution. This require-

:Acit implies a~ ;sigh degree of uniformity of the opt-ical propertiets of

cte amplifying medium and freedom~ from defects wtthin the material

whit caitse Light scattering. Although the full rescsLazrin capability

ofan image intensifier cannot be determined without am~ -)perzrive

intri:nifier of this type, limited tests cact !.e made which will provide

prelim-nary information on some of the probLezis ubicr might: be expected.

For this purposc,. tests were made as described below on an existing

aser ariplifier to determine the rectilinear transmission of light rays

.oro::;h it when illuminated by a sL.-.ple shadow imag~e Although the

_.L' w.vrw ..~ ising a neodymium-glass amplifier, ogerating at a wave-

Ikngtn (If 1 .00 r7icrons, it is bclio'ccd that Lnformatiort obtained froc.

this wounld- also be indLCatiVe of zhe problems which might arise with

1j.,vr rociti cperaring in the visible.

1hc experimnerral arrangement is shown diagranzctiily- in Fig. 7.

IL. ,~cit f a shadow obJect, 3 laser oscillator for Utlcduating

jleL a jsn.r x'plifier, and j diffuse reflect±.it screai wLcose

.s., be varied. floti. tli., la.er oscillrAtor aani wpmzficr, are

bt:rrounded Ily the appropriate ftash tube, uptic~aj puapd-, filters,

tctettrs. etc. The nateriziL sed for tihe amplifier is meadymiern in,

in briCatwd into an eight-inch long, one-fourth inche didwseLer

1;,L of Ow efferr on this phase of -lie work has been ssuppmerted by
Cuncrjct AF . (62)-29l4.
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rod. Tie oscillator consists of a neodymium-doped calcium t mg-t t:
!

crystal rod, one-inch long and .n -eighrh inch in diameter. For the

initial tests, a thin metal wire, about I =% in dimter, was ed

as the shadow object placed about five inches in fro t of the oscil-

lator.

The experiumca.l Ioocedure was s follows: With the amplifier

in position, but unpumped, the oscillator is excited aMd the shadow

of the object is projected through the amplifier onto the reflecting

screen. Since the oscill1.tr and amplifier operae. at a wavelength

of 1.06 microns, the image cannot be observed directly by eye. For

viewing purposes, therefore, an image-converter tube was used in the

initial experiments. Assuming the oscillator to -zir a perfectLy

plane wave, the. image would be projected to infinity with essentially

no degradation. He,..ever, because of the lack of plane wve gnera-

tion by the oscillat;:. a substantial degree of- image degr-.adzaion is

produced by this :±fc:.t alone. The distance beynd the ohbect to the

screen whiere the shia,'w image becomes so blurred as t beccirs urAdis-

t:n~uishi~bla, :hervf,,re can: be used as a measure of the divergenmce

luc f paralleiism of the oscillator radiation. ra cther words,

the shocrer the "h1:rrrin distancc" the w.rse the diwr ence of thp

radiation.

In the experLtnents performed, rhe "blurring dista6ce," with the

amplifier unpunped, was 2h +- I inches. With both the oscilLa or and

.. ap.Lfie: punped so that a goL'n of three is obtained Lrum. th ampli-

t ier, the 'blurrLng distance" wa's reduced to 24 + L iches. Lm view

of Elk f.At tIat conbLderable stray punping light ad tLia*=-w~t e

liht is also presentp reducing the image contrast, these tuv masure-

mvnts can hc ;,onsidered only slightly different, or esse-tialLy equal.

'i amplifier. when in olwration. thus doe- not appear to ser sly-

al Icct the re,-tiIinvzr prupagati,,n of light throuh iL-

To obtain more sigoificat re,"lts, ;, . e--- greaty

i-mrove the expc'riMnetl .l techniques. For this purpose ac also t

30



obtain a =re parmanent record of.the image, experiments have been

conducted with photographic film substituted for the imave intensi-

ficr arrangement. The only film which has been found to have adequate

sensitivity in this spectral region is the Eastman Kodak Type Z, with

which further tests are being made.

Another improvement in technique is to use obillator lasers

whasv output is more .like that of a plane wave. In addition, some

degree of improvement can be obtained by stopping the oscillator

down in order to use a small portion of its output to limit the diver-

gence. However, one is limited in this regard because of the reduction

in light intensity, which causes problems of detectiou. A still further

improvement involves the baffling and filtering out of stray radiatio

frrm the pumps and laser fluorescent light.
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6. PARAMETRIr AMPIJIICAIION AS A POSSI3LE ?'.PPRE14Of TO TIM =.iENSI-

FICATION OF OPTICAL IMAGES

6.1 IntrodUction

As discussed in Sect-ion 2, one of the most seriouts difficul-

ties cxpcted with an image, intensifier depending an the use of stimu-

lated emission is the very -gh backgraund fluoresceice- lighit emerging

frn the amplifier, masking weak signals.. hnethter inherent problem

with such amplifiers is t1heir inherently nar-,ou handidth. In order

to provide a sufficiently high signal- level at che inps of the ampli-

fier within this narraw bandwidth it is probably necessary to provide

nirrow band illumination of the scene by meams of an axixliary laser.

In view of problems of this type it is essential that other intensifi-

cation schemes knvolviriz uptioal pumping be investigad to 6eternine

if they involve lebs severe requirements for iziage intensiftc~t ion. One

su~ch type ,'f inte !ificat ion method depends on the process .3f parametric

anipif icat ion.

Parametric amplifiers in tbe rad:j frequency ad MiCZOMave

regions of the electromagnetic spectrum 3re wiell knomm to be cometitive

with M1ASFUS in their very low noise characteris$tics. Fubrlhevrr they

can be de z Lned to have w-de bandwidths, in contratt M the -MA which

is essentially a narrow banded covice. Ass discrssodC inv uether part of

rhis report. ep Lcal LASERS present some serim.us problem inbe 5mpli-

ficati n of .deik signais becatuse tof thvir bieb .,e' aracter-i Stics

and also in the amplification of wide banded sigial: becaue of their

inarrow handea chara--teris:kcs. TIuS, it LSi Of basic interest in this

research eff.ort to determire for the case of the optical painceric

anplifier. hot!, by r'WLoreticA in.'Iysis and by experfnt, the noise,

-.. e bc.;-.wtdtii, ant: th.- umunt of smplification that: c.=i be expected,
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a .! 'so to deterwine the interrelations that can exist among these

-The application of the principles of the radio frequency

"nu -n ,i-crowave parametric amplifier to the problem of optical amplifi-

(at.i,-a hks been suggested by Kingston6,!and some of the theoretical

trea ent has been set forth by Kroll7i In addition, Franken and Ward

have recently presented a general review of optical harmonics and other

:,:nlinear effects and have included a brief section on the feasibility

, f the optical parametric amplifier, since its operation is essentially

Icpendent upon these effects. As of the present, however, such ampli-

S"" ication in the visible spectrum has not yet been experimentally shown.

Nevertheles., it is felt that the possibility definitely exists of

developing optical parametric amplifiers utilizing nonlinear effects,
F

j:-d in addition, that parametric oscillators may become sources of

-vhvent ectc.tromuitetic radiaLtin at frequencies where direct !ASER

-..r .:ASD action is not feasible.

In the following discussion we present, by means of a con-

-ii'rajion of-transmissio. lines in Lhe microwave region, a brief

;ItlILtLn Lv the princinies of the parametric amplif-er. Tbo corre-

pornden:ce between the parameters involved in this case and those

'nvolvei in the opt cal case is then pointed out, and an explanation

4 ' why IpLi oi parartric amplification depends upon nonlinear effects

in an o nil r.ediut is given. Following this, a preliminary concept

n optical para--etric amplifier is presented and the possible

ja"'.jtae' of -W notse and large bandwidths for such a device are

*" u.2 Traweling-Wave Parametric A"plification Using Transrission
Lines

The basic mechanisr. of parametric amplificatin can be sirzply

',;:2d. The devicL a es:sentially a variable ind::czaince or cap.a-

r enc!- amplifier. As -n example, consider a sin wave volcag- signal
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in a circuit containing a capacitance which can be independently varied

with respect to time. At the instant the a.c. voltage reaches a posi-

tive maxcimum, let the capacitance suddenly decrease, say be a sudden

increase in the distance between the capacitor plates. When this

occurs, work is performed on thle circuit and the amplitude of the

signal voltage is increased. Subsequently as the vltage 13ecomes

zero, let the capacitance go to its original value. -This cihange

involves no wock on the system and produces no voltage chmange because

the signal voltage was- zero when the change was made... Further, when

the voltage goes to tile minimum negative value, let the capacitance

be decreased again. Here again, work is performedf onv. the circuit and

the signal voltage amplitude is increased. Finally, when the signal

voltage goes to zero, let the capacitance retairn Cco its original value.

Thus, for one cycle in the signal voltage and MiG cycles of the proper

phase in the variable capacitance, a net increase or aptffication of

the signat po--"r is obtain-d at the excpense of prir expended in chang-

ing the capacitor. The capacitor is a power pmp, and the frequency

of the capacitor variation is the pump frequency.

In the case above, the pum..p fr u-- , is Just twice the

signal fre~piency, '_S.For the general case it can be shown that -

S + (z, where power of frequency a , commonly called the idler power,

must also be generated in the circuit in order for ampification to

nz.cur. For the case above, where 2=- or S- th tere is no

distinction b3ctween the signal and idler powers because the-jr are prop-

agate,; in the siame c~c~and in the s. n wde.

The following treatment i.- rressented inr order to dasacribe

in an analytical fashion the existing theory of the mcrowve para-

inetric anmplifier, and in order Lo facilitate thie recog
5
mti..i of the

turrespofl(.flmc, between thc ea~ ittvo hod inthis case and those

involved in thle case of the optical paranetce ampifier. This treat-

ment parallels closelv that given by Tien adSuil 9 except tht they



I

treat the case where an inductance, is t'be variable parameter whereas

we present the case of a variable capacitance.

In Fig. 8 a schematic diagram ic given of two lossiess

transmission lines S and 1. These lines are assumed to be loosely

coupled oy the distributed capacitors Cp(z,t), which vary with time

and distance along the line. The latter are varied at the frequency

assumed to be supplied by a local oscillator or pup. For con-

venience we divide the transmission lines into small sections and

represent each section by a filter circuit. Line S has a phase con-

stant OS and a characteristic impedance ZS at an angular trequency

I a:, and line L has a phase constant 0, and 3 characteristic impedance

", at an angular- frequency c.. We have

7S LS (7-1)C S

Line S is excited at the input nd by a signal. Tha function

of line I ill be understood lateri it acts essentially -;z. the idling

circuit and for siplificition she ' be open at the input end and ter-

ninattd at tltf ,utput end :)y it. c.,r.ctrlstic impedance. In the

l)resence o: Hie variable c,,upling capacitance, the equatil- :s of the

co upled byStUL. arc:

3
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(INPUT SIGNAL) W - --- 41 Cs 
c

(IDLER WAVE) w 1 -m Cr CrCr

*Figure 8 A Capacitiv~ly Coupled Traveling4-,we- Para=m-tric Apiifier



__"___, ) ts(Z,L)

S - S

="Ls c (7.3)

Is(z,l) VS(Z,t) " _

__ _ =Cs -- - - z Cp(Z,t)V(z,')1 (7.6)

Her ;- Lcn' I are

"z ,t) Zi(z, t)
z " t : 7

iIzIc --)Vz_(zt:) r (76

Here VS and IS are, respectively, the voltage and the current

n line 5. and V, and I are those on line I. -- is the distance along

the direction of propagation and t i.s the ti:r.e. The terms involving

Cp(zt) arc coupling terns or variable parameters responsible for para-

metric anplification. It is assitw that CP(z. t) is in the formi:

Ce(z.t) (z)e + y.(Z)e (7.7)

Cp - (7.8)
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when the variablc capacitance is modulated by a traveling wave of a

phase constant at an angular trequency a-. Here * denotes the com-

plex conjugate.

We shall ottly consider waves of the frequency ao on line I

such that

CS + a)L .M M79)

Combining (7.3) and (7.4). and (7.5y and (7.6). we have, respectively,

2
a-Vs(z't) B Vs(zt) 2 r i

C L S + LS  Le(z,ty) Vsz,t) (7.10)

2 C Ll + 1. =---st (7.11)

Put

Vs(z,t) = Vs(z)eJ'St + VS*(z)e-j"S
t

VI(zt) VI(z)eJaut + ((7 .12)
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chen (7.10) and (7.11) may be reduced to

2 S -)= SLSCVSz 2 ~ )pZCV~Z) (7.13)

-'t Lz i GLC 2:Vr.*(z) - C a pfC*(z) C1~V(z) (7.14)

Similar equations may be obtained for V,*(z,t) and 1Vt(z,t) by si.rply

interchanging the subscripts S and I in (7.13) and (7.14).

We shall consider a siople, case in which

is .ii (7.15)

The general case'which leads to a more complicared solution will not be

treated here. Put

V 5 S(z) AS(.eAs

Vs*(z) As*(z)e js z
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V (Z)  A(e-joI

V.*(z) A*(z)eJPI (7.16)

We have also from (7.7) and (7.8),

Cp(Z) C C

CIP*(z) =Cpeli 0 
-

:p =-ss = -l C (7o17)

wi=' Sand "-Taye the rat io s of the varjal'le capacirtl-ce ,to t:he fixed

.a Lrane oi line S and Line t. respcri;'-e~y. -S I andI ao the

.uupling ermis in (7.4) and (7.6) are a~atimedl to be *... Aiz)'s in

(i,1b) are then slowly varying firtion and the ter. tol frxe

:-A(z)Phz-ls aty be neglected. StibstitUring (7.16) and (7.17) imnto

(1.15) and (7.14), we have, respectively,

9 -J{I..Q . 1 )
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"? A5 z) - f 
2 A (z) = 2 S LsCsAs (z)

3 73z S S

- 2 --sLsCsAI* (z) (7.18)

2 2 "_ 0,Aj-2

7 tCTAS~z)(7.19)

Since S = 0_ LsCs and 11 2 LICT, as given L. (7.1> and (7.2),

the above equations zy be reduced to

7' A
: 

J~ A*(--) (7.20)

) j.,:,,A 5 (z) (7.2)

Combining (7.20) and (7.21), we have

SA s(z) I

3 - .(z) 0 (7.22)
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The solution of (7.22) is

A s(z) a Ie aZ + b e-az

Z a IS) (7.23)

Here a and b are arbitrary complex constants which sholsl: be- deter-'
mined by the boundary conditions. From (7.12), (7.16), g' C7.23) we

have finally

V (z,t) eaz [ae(m~St -SZ + a~~- c~ -)

- J (m t ~ Z ) bg
-

e )
l 

5 1 7 2
+ e': ble S S+bl

V1 (,t) -_ 'K Is -- z a( - 1hz) -" - :-

+ IT_ e-, z~ Fb~(crt - h.z) b e6 ( t(.5

+ i-s1s L E



Bound.rv Conditions and General Discussions

It has been shown in (7.24) and (7.25) that for the case

=S 
+ 

0I. both growing and decreasing aves may exist in the

cu.plcd tr-nsmission-Line system. Since the growing wave is always

dominant at the output end, the energy has to be transfe-red from

the local oscillator to the growing waves. As mentioned earlier,

line S Ls excited by a signal, and line I is open at the input end.

The boundary conditions at the input end 7 - C :ze therefore

VS. a cos (a5t +

VT =0 (7.26)

Equations (7.24) and (7.25) then become

Vs(zt) = aLer
z ces(=S - + )

+ e " Z cos('MSt - Sz + 0)] (7.27)

1 \2v1(z,t) =Ta s -SjS jea  sin.cy - 31z -

- Le si'(u.c - .;z - 0) (7.:s)
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We notice from the above equations that at the input end

the growing and the decreasing waves are equal and in phase on line S

and are equal and in opposite phaqen on line I. At a few wavelengths

from the input end, the decreasing wave becomes negligible as compared

with the growing wave and may be generally ignored in the analysis.

For the general case, 0 +- P, + LP~, tie= and Suhl 
9 

have

concluded that the gain is generally reduced w~hen LA~ deviates from

zero. We may thus sunuarize the optirm conditioas for amplification

as follows:

(2) A -

(3)31) d

It is obvious that in the propagating circuits, conclition (I) is

31wayssatisfied. Condition (2) can be easily fulfilled by properly

selecting the cructures. Condition (3) is neessary j= crder that

condition (2) can hold for 3 band of frequenciea. Zt indicates that

the group velocities of the two lines must be equal in the frequency

band o~f amplification. It may be q~en here that for extremely wide

bandwidth.. we may use the transmission-line type of struc~ues (W

modes) in which the group and thie phase velocities are constant for

all the frequencies. We may also use helce*s at the- tceq-.encies abmove

tl.cir dispersive regions. Wdith these structures, the bandwi-dth of the

amplifier can be very broad, extending from a Low frequency up to the

ienergizing frequency.
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Power Relations

For simplicity we shall ignore the decreasing waves in (7.27)

and (7.28). From (7.27), the power carried by line S is
V

fl21 ~! 2 2mr(79

Similarly from. (7.28), the I--wer carried by line I is

PE(z) 2 L) g a e -- (7.30)T() I,(,)l,],Avg. -.S L

The total power transferred from the local oscillator must be the sum

of (7.29) and (7.30), which is

+ P Zazz T :-(I+(7.31)

Comparing (7.), (7.30), and (731), w.: fin%!

P . *PS + 
P)

3; .32)
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This is one of the relations derived by Uanley and Powe in consider-

ations of radio frequency parametric amplifiers. It indicates that

the power introduced into the signal line is propartionaI to the signal

frequency, and the higher the signal frequency, relative to the idler

frequency o , the higher the amplification.

6.3 Correspondence.Between Parameters in the Transdssion-LL..,e
and Optical Medium

Ilia correspondence between thr nicrowave transmission-ime

parameters and the optical parametric amplifier parameters can be

recognized as follows: By differentiating (7-3) one gets

F-Vs(z,t) '4-IsUIOr

) 2 LS t(7.33)

and by differenriaring (7. ) one gets

a -I s (--,t ) a-Vs(z'Q

,jt~z C S  . (7.34)

S,:bstitotion of (7.34) into (7.33) then gies the wave equation

_Vs_(z,_ _ Z V(zt

SLsCS (1.35)

39
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It is easily shown that for any pcriodiz wave VS(zjt) which travels

at phase velocity uS

a v (Z't) i 2Vs(Z't)
S 2(1.36)

z uS 2 t

I
so from (7.35) aud (7.36)

I

S -- (7.37)

The phase velocity of a monochrormatic wave an the optical

region can be expressed as

= c (7.38)

where C is the velocity of light and is rne refractive index of the

mcdiu. at the frezuency -.z So fr."n (7.37) and (7.38), LsC$ in the

microwave region corresponds to i-C in the optical region.

Now the refractive index can be expressed as -
-

where e is the dielectric constant ana .. is the magnetic permeability

Of a material.- kctent for ferromaznutic substances which are unico rrant

3990.-J- l 4;



in this discussion, .. is very close to unity, so = -Also,

the dielectric constant depends upon the polarization of the- medium

as follows:

ID e 0 E(7.39)

where D is the electric flux density, E is tho- electric field inltensity,

and co is the permitivity of free space, a consntamkdependear an the

units employed. But 0is also given by

0 -E+ -F(7.40)

where t s the polarization of the medium. The mepgitme of P is

,.omuonly expressed as a power expansion in E as fm llows.:-

= X E +XE 2+ X 0+ . (7+1
1 2 3 (.1

So from (7.39), (7.40), and (7.41), and the relation " :' n

obta ins:

s Co 4 -- (7.42)

Thus the correspondence between an&% Tr 2 is seen to be

.R erwropondence between:
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and a mAulation of LS or CYor both, correspcnd4 in the optical region

XKE XjE
2

tho nonlinear terms - ,ec inthe polarizztion. However,
0 0

these terms are anoll and their effects can not be readily detected in

the optical reinwhen conventional light sources are used as p.=ps.

However, by using a LASR with its high electric field intensities as

the source of pump power, the refractive irdex of a nonlinear medium

car. he, miodulated most effectivelyy so paramaetric amplification of another

light wave in% the same medium should be possible.

6.4 Discussion of Image Amplification by Parametric Amplificacica

In Fig. 9 we indicate an arrangement for image amplification

by parametric amplification. An image at frequency M. with an unspec-

Lfied baiidwidth is propagated through a nonlinear medium and is sub-

sequently detected by the eye. A- the same instance that the image

passes through the nonlinear medium, the beam froma high-level mono-

chromati, light source, "~e, a laser is propagated through Lhe same

fregion. This results in a modulation ef the diele tric constant of the

nonlinear medium and, as a resuir. of this'. an amplification of the image
energy at ' occurs 4si a,, idler onergy at air= a~- a). is generated.

The image wavefronts are finally detected in intensified fort by the eye.

In ordcr co -xr futlly evaluvate the abxo amplifi4-Ation vs

LL 15 essential that the existing theory describiLng the pertinent physical

phnIo Am h'.- thoroughly examined and, where the theory is not yet comn-

loete, that new theory be developed. Specific problems requiring inves-

tigation are the relative orientationS ot the pump, the signal, and the
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idler beams;, the efficiency of amplification as a function of the

*relaLive valIues of wp, cL.j, and c ; the amount of noise th~at a~ight be

expe-ted from such a system; the bandwidtl-, and the ampiication as

a function of the- frequency Wiithin the bandwidth; the shape and

volue of the. ampli-fication region within the material and how this

depends upon the other system parameters; and, an important area of

study is also the-evaluation of the selection of materials that have

a Sul'table nonlinear polarization coeffizient.
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7. PROGRAM PLA"S FO NEXT QIARTER

7.1 Parametric Amplifier Analysis and Formulation of the Experi-
mental Proyram

During the next quarter, most of the effort will be directed

toward a study of the optical parametric amplification. This study

will be essentially analytical with the following areas emphasized

because of their importance tc. problems of optical imaging:

(1) Noise

(2) Bandwidth

(3) Gain

(4) Pump requirements

(3) Nonlinear materials requirements

Quantitative estimates will be obtained for the noise char-

acLeristics ot the opcical parametric amplifier and from theqe a noise

fisiure comparison will be made with the laser. The bandwidth that can

5, expected from such a device will be estimated and an analysis will

be made to determine how the bandwidth will affect optical images.

The gain of the device will be estimated first on the basis of non-

linearities that cculd be expected from ideal nr unknown materials.

The ptimp requirements will be examinid in relation to the gain) thp

i ;wge signal frecuency, and the optical transmission that can be

expected from nonlinear materials. Depending upon the results of

the above analysis, experiments will be planned on nonlinear effects

.l amplification.
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